We propose a new shell model method, combining the Lanczos digonalization and extrapolation method. This method can give accurate shell model energy from a series of shell model calculations with various truncation spaces, in a well-controlled manner. Its feasibility is demonstrated by taking the fp shell calculations.
ing the shell model space. In the f p shell calculations, due to relatively large gap of spherical single particle energy between the f 7/2 orbit and others, we restrict the shell model space by specifying the number of excited nucleons across this shell gap, that is, ⊕ s≤t (f 7/2 ) A−40−s (r) s where r means the set of the f 5/2 , p 3/2 and p 1/2 orbits and t is the maximum number of nucleons allowed to be excited. As an example, we consider 48 Cr within f p shell model space, of which shell model calculation needs about 2 million dimension. This was one of the state-ofthe-art large-scale shell model calculations in mid 1990's [5] . In Fig. 1 (a) and 1(b), the ground state energies of the truncated space are plotted as functions of the t value and the corresponding M scheme dimensions, respectively. The definite behavior of the convergence is not seen in Fig. 1 , because energy eigenvalue as a function of the t or M scheme dimension does not have a well-defined scaling property. Therefore, in general, we cannot predict the ground state energy in the entire shell model space by extrapolating shell model results within smaller truncated spaces unless the truncation calculations give well-converged results. Hence, it is crucial to find a useful extrapolation scheme to extract the correct results from truncation calculations. In order to extrapolate the shell model results within smaller truncated spaces into the complete shell model result, a well-defined scaling property for energy eigenvalues is needed. We define the difference δE between the energy eigenvalue Ĥ in a given truncated space and true energy eigenvalue Ĥ g , that is, δE = Ĥ − Ĥ g . The energy variance ∆E in a given truncated spaces also defined as, ∆E =
. The difference δE vanishes linearly as a function of the energy variance ∆E. This relation was utilized in Refs. [3] and [6] and the summary of its proof can be seen in Ref. [7] . 48 Cr with the KB3 interaction [8] . Linear relation between δE and ∆E is seen from t = 1. By the results corresponding to the t = 1, 2, 3, t = 3, 4, 5, t = 4, 5, 6, we can extrapolate the ground state energy as -33.148 ± 0.15, -33.047 ± 0.02, -32.975 ± 0.02 MeV, respectively, where these error-bars are given by the χ 2 fitting. As the exact ground state energy is -32.954 MeV, the extrapolation from t = 1, 2, 3 results is already a good value. Moreover, as the truncation space becomes larger, the error due to the extrapolation procedure becomes smaller. Thus the extrapolated energy is given with error-bar, and its error can be well-controlled. In the SMMC calculation [9] , a different extrapolation method is utilized for overcoming the minus sign problem [10] . The extrapolated energy of this nucleus is -32.3 ± 0.4 MeV [11] . This error comes from two reasons. One is a statistical uncertainties due to the Monte Carlo sampling, the other is an systematic error due to the extrapolation and finite temperature corrections. Compared with the SMMC calculation, the present method has only a small systematic error. Here, we comment that, extrapolated energies may become lower than the exact energy because this process does not necessarily guarantee the variational principle. Next we consider the expectation value of various operators by the present extrapolation method. In Fig. 3 , we show the quadrupole moment, occupation number and B(E2,2
48 Cr. As the first two values are expectation values by the same wavefunction, the ∆E can be uniquely defined. We can extrapolate them into zero energy variance for quadrupole moments. In Fig. 3(a) , unlike energy, t = 1, 2 results seem to be rather poor. From the t = 1, 2, 3, t = 3, 4, 5 results, the extrapolated quadrupole moments are -24.6 ± 4.1, -29.0 ± 0.3 ef m 2 , respectively. The latter extrapolated value reaches almost exact one (-29.1 ef m 2 ). On the other hand, for the B(E2), the initial and final states are different. Therefore, initial and final states have different ∆E's, which makes extrapolation procedure difficult. In this case, however, the shell model spaces with the same t value but different total magnetic quantum number have similar ∆E. Therefore, average ∆E works quite well in Fig. 3(c) . The extrapolated B(E2) from t = 2, 3, 4 results is 220 ± 7 e 2 f m 4 , which very well reproduces the exact one ( 220 e 2 f m 4 ). By this example, we conclude that energy vs. energy variance plot is useful to get an extrapolated energy from a series of shell model results with various truncated [5] , and for its description, the particlehole excitation across the shell gap between the f 7/2 orbit and others is essential. Therefore it is interesting that the extrapolation from the truncated shell model results with few particle-hole excitations works quite well. We proceed further large-scale shell model problem. The M scheme dimension of 54 Fe is about 0.35 billion and several recent methods [10, 12] solved this shell model problem. For astrophysical interest, the Gamow Teller transition of this nucleus is known to be important. The Gamow Teller transition also offers good benchmark test for the present extrapolation. For the following calculation of 54 Fe, the FPD6 interaction [13] is taken as the effective interaction. Fig. 4(a) shows the ground state energies of t =1,2,3,4 and 5 shell model spaces. The extrapolated ground state energy from t = 3, 4, 5 is -174.49 ± 0.02 MeV. Here we compare this value to the energies of other methods. The ground state energy of the t = 7 shell model spaces, of which M scheme dimension is 91,848,462, is -174.217 MeV. The extrapolated energy of the SMMC calculation [10] is -172.9 ± 0.6 MeV. In Ref. [12] , from the statistical point of view, the JT scheme bases are selected and then the Hamiltonian matrix is diagonalized. This energy is about -172.9 MeV [12] . The ground state energy of the QMCD method with ten Jprojected bases [14] is -173.9 MeV. The present extrapolated energy is consistent with the QMCD and t = 7 truncated shell model energies.
In Fig. 4(b) , the total GT+ strength is plotted. The extrapolated total GT+ from t = 3, 4, 5 result is 4.98 ± 0.06. The total GT+ strength of t = 7 calculation is 5.03. In Fig.2 of Ref. [16] , the total GT+ strength is plotted as a function of the t value and it suggests that its total strength is about 5. On the other hand, in Ref. [10] , the extrapolated value of the SMMC calculation is 4.32 ± 0.24. Our extrapolated value is consistent with the former two values.
The 56 Ni is a key nucleus for understanding the shell structure around the f p shell region because it has a doubly magic structure, while its closed shell is suggested to be rather soft [2, 17] . Moreover, recently two deformed bands are discovered [18] . This nucleus is quite interesting but the M scheme dimension is quite large ( about 1.1 × 10 9 ). Then this nucleus was a target of a stateof-the-art shell model calculation in the end of 1990's [2, 15, 18] . Therefore it is also a good touchstone for the present extrapolation method. states with t = 2 ∼ 6 shell model spaces are plotted. In principle, the present extrapolation method can be applied to the excited states with the same quantum numbers without any difficulty. Here we test its numerical feasibility. The extrapolated ground state energy from t = 4 ∼ 6 is -203.26 ± 0.06 MeV. In Ref. [19] , the ground state energy of the QMCD calculation is -203.152 MeV. The ground state energy of the t = 8 truncated space is -203.178 MeV [20] , of which M scheme dimension is 255,478,309. The extrapolated ground state energy is consistent with the results of the QMCD calculation and the t = 8 truncated shell model calculation. The extrapolated 2 + 1 energy is -200.46 ± 0.05 MeV from t = 4 ∼ 6 results, which is also consistent with the QMCD result [15] and the t = 8 truncated shell model result (-200 .075 MeV) [20] .
Next we investigate the excited 2 + energies. In the left part of the Fig. 5 , the QMCD energies [15] are shown. These 2 + states are characterized by the quadrupole moments and the occupation numbers in the f 7/2 orbit. The quadrupole moments are 21.6, -41.9 and 9.5 ef m 2 for the 2 + 1 , 2 + 2 and 2 + 3 states, respectively. The occupation numbers are 12.9, 11.6 and 12.1. In Ref. [15] , the 2 + 2 state is concluded to be a prolate deformed state. As the truncation scheme is based on the spherical single particle energies, the deformed 2 + 2 state is considered to be difficult to describe within small t truncated spaces. For t ≤ 6, the states with negative quadrupole moment appear as the third 2 + state. By plotting the shell model energies for the t = 2 ∼ 6 truncated spaces, we can find the linear relations for 2 2 and 11.5 ± 0.6, respectively, which are consistent with the QMCD values. For more presice description of this prolate deformed state, t = 7 results are needed, while it is quite surprising that such a deformed excited state can be described by the present extrapolation method based on the small truncated shell model spaces.
Finally we discuss a computational aspect. For the present extrapolation method, in addition to the usual Lanczos procedure, the evaluation of the matrix element Ĥ 2 is required. To obtain this matrix element, we operate the Hamiltonian H to the |ψ of the t truncated space in the (t + 2) truncated space, then we can evaluate the norm of the H |ψ . Therefore, the implementation of this extrapolation method is quite easy for a usual shell model program.
In summary, we have proposed a new shell model method based on the Lanczos diagonalization and an extrapolation method. By taking the state-of-the-art f p shell calculations in the last decade, we have shown its numerical feasibility. The present extrapolation method can give accurate energies, quadrupole moments and other quantities from a series of shell model results with smaller truncated shell model spaces.
The present extrapolation method was successfully applied to condensed matter problems as a part of the PIRG method [22] . Therefore, it is intriguing to examine whether this extrapolation method is useful also in the QMCD method for the nuclear shell model. For instance, we expect more precise energy estimates from the QMCD calculations with smaller number of bases. Moreover, it
